
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. F803343

DON SMITH CLAIMANT

ARKANSAS STATE POLICE RESPONDENT

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE CLAIMS DIV. RESPONDENT
CARRIER

OPINION FILED JUNE 25, 2010

Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE ERIC PAUL WELLS in Fort
Smith, Sebastian County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by STEPHEN SHARUM, Attorney, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

Respondents represented by RICHARD SMITH, Attorney, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On April 1, 2010, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on December 16, 2009, and a pre-hearing order was filed

on December 17, 2009.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been

marked Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record

without objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

3. The claimant sustained compensable injuries to his back and

hand.
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4. The claimant is entitled to a weekly compensation rate of

$522 for temporary total disability and $392 for permanent partial

disability.

5. The claimant sustained a 7 percent whole body impairment.

6. The claimant sustained a 21 percent impairment to the left

hand.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Wage loss.

2. Attorney’s fees.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“The Claimant contends that as a result of the
compensable injury of April 4, 2008, the
Claimant sustained injuries to his lumbar
spine, which includes a herniated disc at L5-
S1, and a left hand thumb injury requiring
surgical intervention.  The Claimant is
entitled to wage loss benefits in that he has
lost 54% of the (sic) his average weekly
income plus he has lost the benefit of a
retirement plan for the next three years,
which would have accrued in the sum of
$112,032.00.  The Claimant contends that he
has a wage loss in excess of 60% to the body
as a whole in addition to the permanent
impairment that he has been rated.  The
Claimant further is entitled to attorney’s
fees, since all benefits have been
controverted for wage loss.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“Respondents contend that claimant is not
entitled to wage-loss benefits as he has
returned to full-time employment.”

The claimant in this matter is a fifty-three-year-old male who

was employed by the Arkansas State Police as a state trooper when

he suffered admittedly compensable injuries to both his back and
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his left hand.  It was stipulated that the claimant sustained a 7

percent whole body impairment due to his back difficulties.  The

claimant also sustained a 21 percent impairment to the left hand.

At the time of the hearing, the claimant had retired form the state

police and began employment with the Arkansas Lottery Commission.

It is the claimant’s position that his retirement from the state

police was due to his admittedly compensable injury.

In the present case, the claimant has asked the Commission to

consider his entitlement to wage loss.  Federal Compress &

Warehouse Co. v. Risper, SS Ark. App. 300, 935 S.W.2d 279 (Ark.

App. 1996), made clear that the Commission shall only consider non

scheduled injuries when making a wage loss determination.  In the

present case, the claimant does have admitted disability due to his

scheduled hand injury, but that injury will not be considered in

determining the existence or, if found, the amount of wage loss

entitlement.

The claimant has had extensive medical treatment regarding his

admittedly compensable injuries.  On January 19, 2009, he was seen

by Dr. Michael Standefer regarding his compensable low back injury.

At that time, Dr. Standefer ordered an MRI of the claimant’s lumbar

spine.  On January 26, 2009, that MRI was performed at the St.

Edwards Mercy Medical Center.  The report from that diagnostic test

gives the following impression:

“Small right paracentral protrusion of disc at
L4-L5 and a central protrusion of disc (even
smaller) at L5-S1 similar to prior River
Valley exam of 5/30/08.”
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On April 27, 2009, the claimant again saw Dr. Standefer for an

examination.  The impression from the report of that visit states:

“I have reviewed my thoughts with the patient.
Previous radiographic studies have been
reviewed and have demonstrated a small focal
disc protrusion at L4-5.  At present, the
patient does not appear to be symptomatic from
this disc protrusion.  His residual symptoms
sound more consistent with underlying
musculoskeletal sources for aches and pains in
the lumbar spine or, alternatively, local
degenerative change.  At any rate, I am not
recommending any surgery for him.  I have
reviewed this with him.  He should continue
with his daily walking program and exercise
program.  He should use continued caution with
lifting and bending.  We will plan to see him
again in routine followup in about one month.”

On June 24, 2009, Dr. Standefer authored a letter to Debbie

Blaylock, RN which reads as follows:

“The recent MRI seen (06/16/09) on Don Smith
has been reviewed.  I have enclosed a copy of
the x-ray report from St. Edward’s Hospital
for your review.  No surgical lesions are
identifiable.

At present, we are advising that the patient
receive an impairment rating of 7%, this being
based upon the AMA Guidelines to the
Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, Table
15.7, Page 404.

The mainstay of therapy for him will be non-
narcotic anti-inflammatory medication, and
exercise program, a walking program and
caution with activities such as lifting and
bending.  As a rule, I would recommend that he
avoid heavy lifting, i.e., no more than 40 to
50 pounds, and only then on an occasional
basis.

I am not aversed to him resuming his previous
occupation in the police force, although it
must be understood that if he opts to do so
there will be some increased potential risk
for development of recurrent back problems on
account of having to deal with criminal
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elements, etc., in the day-to-day line of
police work.  To this extent, vocational
technological school for job retraining, or
resumption or higher education are viable
options that he may wish to pursue.”

On September 15, 2008, the claimant underwent an FCE

evaluation at the Functional Testing Centers, Inc., in Mountain

Home, Arkansas.  The following is taken, in part, from that report:

“FUNCTIONAL ABILITIES: Mr. Smith demonstrated
the ability to perform Lifting activities of
up to 70 lbs. when bi-manually lifting from
floor to knuckle level and up to 50 lbs. when
lifting to shoulder level on an Occasional
basis.  Mr. Smith also exhibits the ability to
lift up to 25 Lbs. with the LUE as compared to
30 lbs. with the RUE when lifting unilaterally
to shoulder level.

Mr. Smith demonstrated the ability to perform
the following activities on a Constant basis:
Walk, Push, Cart, Pull Cart, Balance, Stoop,
Kneel, Climb Stairs, Reach Immediate (L),
Reach Immediate (R), Reach Overhead (L), Reach
Overhead (R), Reach with 5 lbs Weight (L),
Reach with 5 lbs Weight (R), Handling (L),
Handling (R), Bi-Manual Handling, Fingering
(L), Fingering (R), Sitting and Standing.

Mr. Smith demonstrated the ability to perform
the following activities on a Frequent basis:
Carry up to 35 lbs., Stoop and Crouch.

Mr. Smith demonstrated the ability to perform
the following activities on an Occasional
basis: Carry up to 70 Lbs.

FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS: Mr. Smith demonstrates
functional limitations with bi-manual material
handling at the 70 lb. level with lifting up
to this amount on an Occasional basis.  Mr.
Smith exhibits the ability to lift up to 25
lbs. with the LUE and up to 30 lbs. with the
RUE when lifting to shoulder level.  Mr. Smith
exhibits mildly decreased grip strength and
mildly decreased lumbar AROM as well.  Mr.
Smith moved freely throughout testing and
performed all tasks at or above normative
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values for speed of movement.  His movements
were consistent with that of an average
worker.  Mr. Smith entered and exited the
clinic at the same pace of movement without
altered movement patterns.

CONCLUSIONS: Mr. Smith completed functional
testing on this date with reliable results.

Overall, Mr. Smith demonstrated the ability to
perform work in the Heavy classification as
defined by the US Dept. of Labor’s guidelines
over the course of a normal workday with
limitations as noted above.”

The following is testimony given by the claimant during direct

examination at the hearing in this matter:

Q. Will you tell the Judge why you tendered
your resignation?

A. Well basically went back as a result of the
accident, the head on collision that I was
involved in with two separate vehicles, both
subjects were intoxicated on April the 4th of
‘08.  And through trying to work through those
injuries I was off about three months the
first time when I initially had the accident
and then I went back to work.  Then I was off
another five months when I had surgery,
reconstructive surgery on my left hand.  When
I came back after that it was apparent that I
only had about half the strength or use of my
left hand that I had in my right hand.  And
just through several incidences I was involved
in, you know, foot pursuites (sic), trying to
arrest people, I just came to the conclusion
that I could no longer do the job.  That I
physically was not able because of the back
injury and because of the hand injury.”

The following is testimony given by Jason Aaron, the

claimant’s former supervisor and current employee of respondent,

during the hearing in this matter:

“Q. Can you tell the Judge what your
assessment was of his physical abilities to do
the job as a Arkansas State Trooper just prior
to his resignation in September 2009?
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A. Don you could tell at times would be
uncomfortable and take off from time to time
due to, I guess a lack of flexibility in his
back and his concern to be able to care for
himself and to be able to do the job.  It was
obvious he was still suffering pain from the
accident or he was still suffering pain in his
back.

Q. Okay, from the time he returned to work, I
think he was off for different blocks of time.
One was the surgery on his wrist, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And then other times he was off for a
period of time with his back.

A. Yes.

Q. My question to you is, after he returned to
work were there certain events and during his
job that you were made aware of that were -
that he had a concern about in making an
arrest or stop or something of that nature?

A. There was some in-service training that was
required to troopers, which was a self-
defense, a handcuffing procedures and proper
technique that was being taught.  Which is
what it requires hands on and some grappling
type training on mats that raised his
concerns.  I believe he’d got into an
altercation with a resident a DWI driver,
there was a physical confrontation that caused
him some problems.

Q. Did he relate to you that he had some
concern about physical safety?

A. Yes.

Q. Out in the field?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you concur with that?

A. I agree.  I think that if you’re going to
do this type of work I think you should be
able to physically be able to take care of
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yourself.  Not just in physical condition, but
also your health.

Q. Sergeant Aaron, was there a period of time
that you in fact counseled Don Smith about his
physical abilities?

A. I believe we talked about being able to,
you know, being able to take care of yourself.
You know, you need to be able to - if you’re
out here doing your job on the side of the
highway, if you get into altercations with
somebody or you get into a fight with, just
anybody out here you’re going to have to be
able to take care of yourself and not have to
worry about hurting your back or hurting your
neck or hurting your hand, wrestling around on
the ground.

Q. Is it a fair statement to say that you had
a concern about that?

A. Yes.

Q. I take it this is kind of a common sense
question.  I take it there’s another component
to this and that is if he’s called to back up
another trooper whose in distress that you
want to be sure that trooper has got the
abilities to do that?

A. That’s correct.  And also it’s my
responsibility if that trooper is working for
me that he needs to be able to take care of
himself and if I know he’s in some type of -
he’s got some type of disabilities that’s
going to prevent him from doing his job safely
then I think it’s ultimately going to fall
back on my decision.”

In reviewing the medical evidence in this case regarding the

claimant’s limitations observed both through his examinations with

Dr. Standefer and the Functional Capacity Evaluation on the

claimant, it is clear that his admittedly compensable back injury

has caused him significant limitations.  The medical evidence is

also consistent with the testimony that was given by the claimant.
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I find that the claimant is a credible witness in this matter.  He

has served in the capacity of a law enforcement officer for almost

twenty-six years and it is apparent through the testimony of his

supervisor that he was a highly decorated officer.  The testimony

of the claimant’s former supervisor, Jason Aaron, is also

consistent with that of the claimant and the medical evidence

presented.  I find that the claimant was unable to continue in his

capacity as a state trooper for the Arkansas State Police due to

the limitations caused by his admittedly compensable back injury.

Both parties in this matter presented expert testimony

regarding the existence of wage loss.  This testimony included

explanations of charts and data collected by both expert witnesses.

It was the opinion of both expert witnesses that the claimant has

experienced a substantial reduction in wages since his retirement

with the Arkansas State Police and his current position with the

Arkansas Lottery Commission.  After review of the expert testimony

and the related evidence admitted into the record, I find that the

claimant has experienced a decrease in wages since his retirement

with the Arkansas State Police and his new employment with the

Arkansas Lottery Commission.

In considering wage loss, we must look at Ark. Code Ann. §11-

9-522(b)(1) which states: 

“In considering claims for permanent partial
disability benefits in excess of the
employee’s percentage of permanent physical
impairment, the Workers’ Compensation
Commission may take into account, in addition
to the percentage of permanent physical
impairment, such factors as the employee’s
age, education, work experience, and other
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matters reasonably expected to affect his or
her future earning capacity.”

Here, the claimant is fifty-three years of age and has

received his high school diploma and continued with his education

at the University of Monticello taking basic courses for about one

and a half years.  The claimant also received training at the

Arkansas Law Enforcement Training Academy in 1985 and graduated

from that academy.  He then went to work for the Arkansas State

Police on December 5, 1983, went through the State Police Recruit

School in May 1985 and graduated from the Arkansas State Police

Academy at that time.  The claimant worked for the Arkansas State

Police as a trooper for a period just short of twenty-six years.

It is obvious that the claimant has a great desire to continue

working although he retired from the Arkansas State Police, he has

taken a full time position with the Arkansas Lottery Commission.

In considering the testimony of the claimant, that of his

supervisor, and those limitations set out by Dr. Standefer and the

FCE, it is clear that the claimant can no longer work in the field

of law enforcement.  This field has provided employment for the

claimant for nearly twenty-six years.  The claimant was obviously

very good at his profession and had a very tailored skill set for

that particular profession.  

Given his inability to work in law enforcement due to his

admittedly compensable lower back injury, it is certain that the

claimant’s job pool has decreased.  Although both expert witnesses

came up with different amounts of loss in income for the claimant,
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it is clear that loss was quite substantial in considering any of

the number offered by both the expert witnesses. 

After reviewing all the relevant matters submitted into

evidence by the respondents and the claimant, it seems clear that

the claimant can now expect to earn a greatly reduced wage.  The

job pool that the claimant is now limited to is also substantially

restricted by his permanent physical restrictions regarding his

lower back.  This in combination with the decreased wage loss

earning potential makes the claimant have a wage loss that would be

equivalent to 18 percent impairment to the body as a whole.  This

is over and above the claimant’s stipulated whole body permanent

physical impairment of 7 percent.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings

of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A.

§11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on December 16, 2009, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed December 17, 2009, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that he suffered a wage loss that would be equal to a 18 percent

impairment to the body as a whole.
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3. The claimant’s attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee in

this matter as set forth in the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

ORDER

The respondents are to pay the claimant wage loss in an amount

equal to 18 percent impairment rating to the body as a whole over

and above the stipulated 7 percent permanent physical impairment to

the body as a whole.

The respondents shall pay to the claimant's attorney the

maximum statutory attorney's fee on the additional benefits awarded

herein, with one half of said attorney's fee to be paid by the

respondents in addition to such benefits and one half of said

attorney's fee to be withheld by the respondents from such

benefits.

All benefits herein awarded which have heretofore accrued are

payable in a lump sum without discount.

This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until

paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


